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Collaborations between artists and ocean scientists are becoming increasingly

frequent. As the UN Ocean Decade (2021-2030) stresses the importance of

engaging with the public, there is a growing interest in using art as a tool for

communication as well as for scientific exploration and experimentation. This

mini-review charts the current academic research on art-science collaborations

and the ocean, focusing on literature where artists and scientists work together

to produce something based on scientific research. The study finds that these

relationships are never apolitical, are complex and develop differently depending

on each project. In sum the paper will highlight that although the academic

literature is limited, its diversity has the potential to reach numerous academic

disciplines and that focusing on process and engagement should be a direction

for further research to help broaden the academic reach of these important

oceanic knowledges.
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Introduction: artists, scientists and the ocean

From the wood carvings produced in Oceanic Island communities (Kjellgren, 2014), to

the surfer rock music of Dick Dale and the Del-Tones (Crowley, 2011), to Katsushika

Hokusai’s print The Great Wave off Kangawa which has been described as one of the most

famous images in Japanese art (Cartwright and Nakamura, 2009), the ocean has been a site

of inspiration for people to express themselves artistically for thousands of years. An

intriguing, wonderful, terrifying and spiritual space providing inspiration to feed the

artistic curiosity of cultures (Grasskamp, 2021). Equally, for scientists and philosophers,

long before the 19th century when the academic discipline of Oceanography was

established, the Oceans have been a critical space for epistemological thinking. From

Sumerian culture, whose depictions of a ‘vast’ and ‘angry’ sea helped delineate ‘natural’,
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‘political’ and ‘mythological’ boundaries (Vederame, 2020:89), to

Ancient Greece, where Aristotle’s studies of marine animals

contributed to early understandings of the behaviours of ocean

species (Grene and Depew, 2004), the sea has been continually

analysed as fundamental to understanding the world.

Today, as advancements in technology allows humanity to dive

deeper and further than ever before, each new discovery encourages

scientists and artists alike to further challenge “the limitations of our

terrestrially evolved sense” (Adler, 2022:43). In doing so, opening

new opportunities to extend ocean imaginaries beyond current

understandings, and reconceptualise the ways oceanic space is

understood and experienced (Peters and Steinberg, 2019). One

such way that thinking under, through and with the oceans is

being advanced in novel ways, is through the combination of the

artistic and scientific worlds. Art has become an important tool in

understanding coastal and marine sustainability (Matias et al.,

2023) and so the coming together of artists and marine scientists

has seen a rise in the past few decades, and with it, so has the

number of academic articles and books published on the subject

(Probyn et al., 2020; Jung et al., 2022).

This increase in oceanic art-science collaborations is

particularly critical today due to the UN ocean decade (2021-

2030) emphasising that creating an ‘engaging’ and ‘inspiring’

ocean is one of their key priorities. As such, when it comes to

engaging with non-scientists, this review comes at a time when it is

increasingly being acknowledged that scientific data alone is not

enough, and that art is increasingly being utilised as an effective and

necessary way to approach engagement beyond academia (Brennan,

2018; Whittaker, 2023). Engaging people is as much an emotional

endeavour as anything else, with current research on climate change

attitudes suggesting that engagement which utilises emotions

through using the creative arts is more effective than not doing so

(O’Neill et al., 2013; Burke et al., 2018; Bennett and Roth, 2019;

Gallardo et al., 2021). In other words, emotion is critical for

engagement, and so a medium like art (be it music, film, sound,

performance, storytelling, photography and so on) which by its very

nature is about provoking an emotional reaction from an audience,

can provide fluidity to static understandings of ocean worlds

(Whit taker , 2023). And so, developing new ways of

understanding, expressing and experiencing the ocean through

art-science collaborations allows researchers to explore the

numerous ways that the ocean exists as ‘a multiplicity of

spatialities’ that ‘exceed liquid encounters alone’ (Peters and

Steinberg, 2019:10).
What’s in a name? art-science
collaborations

The focus of the article is not to analyse long standing (and

important) debates on pondering what is art and what is science

and where the border between the two begins and ends (see Jones

and Galison, 1998; Miller, 2014; Yang, 2015). Saying that, I will

emphasise that scientific research is not devoid of creativity,

imagination or storytelling, and that a desire to be curious is

inherent in both artistic and scientific endeavours (Whittaker,
Frontiers in Marine Science 02
2023). As Crawley et al. (2022: 295) highlight, artistic expressions

produce imaginaries of the ocean in order to ‘know’, ‘understand’

and ‘capture’ it for the purpose of ‘redefining’ it for various

audiences, which can be said the same for the scientific tradition.

Because of this, it is important to have in mind that the boundaries

between art and science are sometimes blurred and not so easily

discernible (Schnugg, 2019). This article will focus less on these

philosophical debates, however, and instead on reviewing what

academic articles and books have been written on art-science

collaborations and the ocean and what they say.

A useful categorisation of the ways artists and scientists have

worked together in the past can be summarised by Jung et al.

(2022:3). Here they split the relationship into three dimensions;

Dimension A – what they call SciComm - where scientists recruit

artists to help them communicate their research to the public –

Dimension B - SciArt – where artists interact with scientists for

unique access to data and media, and Dimension C – ArtScience –

where transdisciplinary teams find creative ways to ask questions

and design new experiments. A fourth dimension also exists, the

Artist-researcher where individuals are both researchers and artists

themselves and have the skills to interpret and merge both worlds in

the displaying of their own work (Stevens et al., 2019). This is not a

new phenomenon as the distinction between the art and science

worlds have often been combined, particularly by individuals who

have embodied both to inform their work. From Maria Sibylla

Merian (1647–1717) the naturalist who used illustrations to convey

her research on insects, to Leonardo Da Vinci (1452–1519) whose

scientific research informed and influenced his drawing and

painting (Schnugg, 2019). This review however is focused on

academic literature which explores more recent and clearly

defined examples, where scientific institutes, scientists and artists

actively collaborate on ocean related projects, then have written

about such processes in academic journals and books.
Review methods

The mini-review began with a search for key terms on the global

database Web of Science. These key terms were chosen to reflect the

focus on art-science collaborations and the ocean (see Table 1). For

each paper found, the abstracts were read and those that were

deemed relevant were filtered for further full reads (Gadsden et al.,

2022). I excluded those articles which did not have any art-science

collaboration element, any grey literature such as policy reports,

pamphlets or websites and only reviewed articles written in the

English language. I also excluded articles which although had

elements of art, ocean, scientists or public engagement, were not

collaborations directly between a scientist(s) and artist(s) (column

titled Related Articles in Table 1). I thus excluded articles from

projects which use creative methods but did not mention any art-

science collaboration directly (see Gebbels et al., 2012; Neilson et al.,

2016), reflections on historical ocean art (Berta, 2021), ocean art

reviews which focus on general ocean art rather than specifically on

art-science collaborations (Radstone, 2017; Helmreich and Jones,

2018; Matias et al., 2023), articles which analyse art projects but the

researchers who wrote the article were not involved with the project
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(Van der Vaart et al., 2018), individual reflections by ocean artists

which do not mention any scientifc collaboration (Nobel, 2015) and

those projects that have yet to happen (see Parsons et al., 2021). In

addition to these papers, others were read either from reviewing the

bibliographies of those papers discovered through the web of

science review, prior knowledge of research papers and books, as

well as also what was recommended by colleagues and others in

the field.
Deep diving through the literature

What is evident in the current literature is the heterogeneity of

approaches taken to art-science collaborations and the ocean. The

subject matters range from exploring the artistry of dinoflagellate

bioluminescence (Latz, 2017), to understanding attitudes towards

marine protected areas in small island communities (Brennan,

2018), from communicating the importance of krill in human-

climate networks (Roberts and Nicol, 2011) to expressing the

various ways that plastic waste harms ocean environments

(Belontz et al., 2019). The medium of art employed has also been

extremely varied from project to project. Whether it be creating

glass sculptures to communicate sea-level rise (Paterson et al.,

2020), using singing and song writing as a tool to remap islands

on a coral reef (Williams et al., 2020), employing prose, poetry, and

drawings to investigate the ecological effects of the trawling industry

(Magrane and Johnson, 2017), using experimental theatre to

explore human adaptations to sea-level rise (Wake et al., 2020),

creating emojis with students to improve creative problem solving

in fisheries education (Jacobson et al., 2020) or employing

photography as a means to explore ice crystals at the cryosphere

ocean interface (O’Connor and Stevens, 2018; Stevens et al., 2019),

the diversity of approaches taken reflects the possibilities that

pairing academics and artists brings to the input and output of a

research project.

In most cases the collaboration is either initiated from the side

of the scientific or academic institution, from pre-existing relations

between the scientific authors and artists, or it is not mentioned.

Who participates also varies. Some projects do not extend beyond

the artist(s) and scientist(s) relationship, others stem from

collectives of artists and academics (Belontz et al., 2019), some

are projects which involve action research or citizen science with

multiple stakeholders, including the general public (Murray and

Tilley, 2006; Griffiths et al., 2017; Da Cunha et al., 2020; Vergés
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et al., 2020) whereas others involve art research centres like TBA21

Academy and Cape Farewell who focus on bringing artists and

scientists to work exclusively together on ocean and climate art

science projects (Straughan and Dixon, 2014; Hessler, 2018).

The purpose of art-science collaborations and the ocean is

multidimensional. Although most articles mention public

communication as a primary motivation with a focus on creating

a bridge between science, society and the sea, others also emphasise

value beyond only public communication and stress the importance

of art-science collaborations for the co-creation of knowledge which

offer new perspectives and ways to investigate science and art and

shed light on otherwise unexplored relationships (O’Connor and

Stevens, 2018; Jung et al., 2022). In other words, these articles stress

the value in process and experimentation as much as the final

output (Whittaker, 2023). Whilst others, highlight the potential of

art-science collaborations to transcend the parameters of a project

to influence policymakers' decisions when for example, planning

and managing marine environments (Brennan, 2018).

Where these collaborations occur are not only in what would be

considered traditional art spaces like galleries and museums. Some

have involved the formation of scientific-cultural festivals (Lycka and

Elster, 2020), others involve working collaborations on-board ships as

part of a project exploring issues of sustainability and resource

management (Straughan and Dixon, 2014), whilst others involve in

situ practice such as the sonic kayak project where kayaks rigged with

sensors and music making equipment allowed volunteers to make

music on the ocean to create art but also collect scientific data

(Griffiths et al., 2017). Where the articles are published is also varied.

Not only do they appear in journals dedicated to art-science such as

the journal Leonardo (O’Connor and Stevens (2018) or science

communication such as Journal of Science Communication

(O’Connor and Stevens, 2015), but also in human geography,

Mobilities (Straughan and Dixon, 2014) and cultural geographies

(Magrane and Johnson (2017), studies in environment and society

such as Ambio (Belontz et al., 2019), Climate Risk Management (Da

Cunha et al., 2020:10), andActa Astronautica (Casasanto et al., 2018),

ecology, Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution (Roberts et al., 2021),

biosciences, Bioscience (Clark et al., 2020), PLOS BIOLOGY, (Griffiths

et al., 2017) marine and ocean sciences, Frontiers in Marine Science

(Jung et al., 2022), Journal of the Marine Biological Association of the

United Kingdom (Dupont, 2017), Oceanography (Dybas, 2019) and

Oceanologia (Lycka and Elster, 2020), and even in polar research

journals, Polar Record (Stevens et al., 2019), the Polar Journal

(Roberts and Nicol, 2011).
TABLE 1 Web of knowledge/science search results.

Source Key words Articles found Related Articles Relevant Articles for review

Web of Knowledge/Science Art Science Ocean 3,569 22 5

Web of Knowledge/Science Art Science Sea 3,329 15 5

Web of Knowledge/Science Art Science Marine 4,289 12 1

Web of Knowledge/Science Art Science Collaboration Ocean 92 4 2

Web of Knowledge/Science Art Science Collaboration Sea 88 4 2

Web of Knowledge/Science Art Science Collaboration Marine 115 5 3
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Discussion and future directions:
process, publications and engagement

Overall, although the literature is growing, it is limited, and so

more needs to be published to share the valuable knowledge that

can be created through such work. Numerous art-science

collaborations on the ocean exist beyond what is covered in this

article, but these do not always result in academic publications (for a

good example of a non-academic publication see Griffith, 2014).

Anecdotally, based on conversations with colleagues and

experienced experts in the field, this paper suggests that this is

because of two primary factors.

The first factor is that those who participate in art-science

collaborations are not always aware that their reflections on the

process is invaluable academic knowledge. In particular, when in

conversation with colleagues from the natural sciences who have

engaged in art-science collaborations and the ocean in the past, but

did not publish their reflections, they have stressed that they did not

realise that the process and journey of an art-science project is as

valuable as the art that is produced. I would always contest that the

meeting of the two, is itself a success. And for some, the purpose of

art-science collaborations is to communicate outwards to the public

and not inwards back at the academic community. However,

without a reflection on process, including what worked, what

didn’t, how the relationship developed and so on, much

invaluable knowledge is lost which can contribute towards

developing a more informed oceanic academic canon.

The second influential factor that can be an obstacle and is

related to the previous point, is knowing where to publish. Art-

science collaborations by their nature are transdisciplinary. This

means that on the one hand they have the potential to appeal to

various academic spheres, whilst on the other hand be too broad to

appeal to any. Although there is diversity in the journals that ocean

related art-science projects are published in, which shows the

flexibility and potential academic reach such literature has, as this

review has shown, the scope is limited. This paper, for example,

failed the initial validation because the algorithm detected that it

was outside the scope of Frontiers in Marine Science, although

previous papers on art-science collaborations and the ocean have

been published in this journal (see Jung et al., 2022). This suggests

that art-science collaborations and the ocean are lost at sea due to

structural limitations and inflexible definitions of what is

considered important oceanic knowledge, which can marginalise

important and unique perspectives.

This article therefore encourages that when initiating an art-

science collaboration project on the ocean, at the beginning stage, it

should at least be considered how a project can also result in the

publication of an academic reflection. Also, it encourages all ocean

related journals in both the natural and social sciences to be flexible

and encourage art-science reflections to be published as they are an

integral tool for connecting science, society and the sea.

On this point, although almost all projects stress the importance

of art-science collaborations and the ocean being good for public

communication and engagement, an avenue that needs further

investigation is to reflect on the intricacies of what engagement
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
means for ideas of behavioural change and how this can feed into

more diverse marine governance. Engagement itself is a complex

thing to explore and it is not the purpose of this paper to analyse it

in any depth. However, what is not apparent in much of the

literature is deliberation over why engage to begin with? With

whom? How best to engage? Where to engage? and also how is the

success of that engagement measured and under what conditions?

This is not to say that there is not value in a project that does not

consider these aspects, there is always value in collaboration alone

and not every project will have an element of public engagement,

however, understanding how ordinary people engage with ocean

related art is critical for understanding wider public attitudes and

how engagement can possibly influence behavioural change (Marks

et al., 2014; Stoll-Kleemann, 2019; Van Boven and Sherman, 2021).

This of course comes with the caveat that behavioural change is not

apolitical and is complex, requiring asking is change even within

people’s power (Whittaker, 2023). When analysing behavioural

change in the general public it is important to note that once

information has transferred to them, there shouldn’t be the

assumption that the public have the ability and power to do

something about it. The focus on individuals ignores structural

and institutional reasons which impact individuals’ ability to adapt

to change (Eagle et al., 2016). However, with the gap between

scientific knowledge and policy growing increasingly more complex

(Cvitanovic and Hobday, 2018), understanding how a project lives

on beyond the initial to an art-science project phase can reveal

marginalised perspectives by showing who gets to participate and

have a voice but also who is excluded from ocean narratives, which

can be informative for future knowledge building which can feed

into more inclusive governance of the oceans.

One way that this can be improved upon from reflecting on the

current literature, is through further measurement of how an ocean

related art-science collaboration is perceived by the artists, scientists

and the public before, during and after the event. There are some

useful articles which include measurement for example, when

engaging with students to understand their reactions to a project

(Casasanto et al., 2018), or when investigating audience members’

perceptions of various artworks (Wake et al., 2020; Jung et al.,

2022). It is insightful to also reflect on those projects which use

public and community involvement from the outset to understand

how an art-science ocean collaboration can produce tangible

feedback over time. Whether this be in the form of artists and

scientists becoming co-constructers with local populations to take

ownership on the question of climate change in coastal towns

through using artworks as an ‘effective way to convey messages of

future narratives’ (Da Cunha et al., 2020:10), or initiatives to

increase local awareness of a large-scale project of seaweed

extinction reversal which involved a collaboration to create

sculptures which also involved local children from public schools

(Vergés et al., 2020) or through using local drama, music and

associated arts-based activities designed to promote safety

awareness in fishing communities(Murray and Tilley, 2006). In

such projects the long-term engagement, which has many actors

from the beginning, allows more space for reflection on how a

project lives on beyond the initial creative output.
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The common denominator for limitedmeasurement of the process

of art-science collaborations is time (Jung et al., 2022). For an art-

science project to be able to consider engagement in any depth, having

the time to develop meaningful relationships and trust is key, or as

Yang (2015) puts it, the longer the ‘lifespan’ of a project, the more likely

it will be deemed as positive. As is highlighted by Vesna et al. (2019),

the importance of relationships being given the time to develop, is

fundamental to better understanding, and so this needs to be

considered when institutions plan how an art-science collaboration

will look like. Thus, focusing on the reflections of the artists, scientists,

the institution, the public response and also reflecting on what worked

and what didn’t, can contribute to better understanding the many ways

the futures of our oceans can be imagined through creativity and how

this is perceived beyond the initial output (Merrie et al., 2018).

Through this mini-review then, I have highlighted the diversity

of approaches that is currently available in academic literature

concerned with art-science collaborations and the ocean.

Although the number of articles is limited, the variety and their

applicability to a range of disciplines shows their unique potential to

access numerous academic audiences on a variety of ocean topics

which can be utilised to inspire action and discover and share new

oceanic knowledges. As such, this paper encourages ocean academia

to broaden the silos that academic publications are sometimes guilty

of staying safely within, so that invaluable ocean perspectives at the

forefront of knowledge transfer, can extend throughout the
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
scientific community to inspire more collaborative endeavours

and reach further audiences.
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